Your Trainer
Charles Bradley
ScrumCrazy.com
“I consider myself a
pragmatist,
because I’ve seen
how to practically
apply Scrum in the
trenches. In my
past experience,
I’ve played all three
Scrum Roles, so I
think I have
something to bring
to the table.”

“In the Trenches” Experience
Charles has tons of in-the-trenches experience working
in a variety of organizational settings and cultures. You
can benefit from this “bird’s eye view” of practical Scrum.

Keeping the Training Lively – you won’t be bored!
Charles likes to keep the training lively, with emphasis on class
exercises and personal anecdotes.
Technical Depth
Charles has deep experience with Java, as well as other
experiences that include C#/.Net and Mobile
Development(IPhone, IPad, Android ).

Professional Scrum Master (2 days)
In-depth Training for Scrum Masters
• Ken Schwaber initially designed the PSM course in 2009 as a
significant update of the Certified ScrumMaster (CSM) course that he
created in 2002.
• Provides information and tools to help ensure Scrum is understood
and enacted well by your team
• Teaches how to use Scrum to optimize value, productivity, and the
total cost of ownership of software products
High-level course agenda:

Scrum
Framework
and Meetings

Scrum and
Change

Scrum and
Total Cost of
Ownership

Scrum Teams
and Scrum
Planning

Predictability,
Risk Mgt. &
Reporting

Scaling Scrum
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Professional Scrum Master Course
In this Two Day course…
• The Professional Scrum Master course is primarily targeted at Scrum
Masters and those responsible for the successful use and/or rollout
of Scrum in a project or enterprise
• Course supports PSM I and PSM II certifications
• Case Studies are designed to challenge students so that they better
understand what to do when they return to their workplace.
• Numerous exercises that emphasize Scrum principles and concepts
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Servant Leadership
Scrum Team Self-Organization
Scrum Master impediment removal
Empirical Planning, including multi-team and distributed teams
Product Quality and Managing Technical Debt
Emergent Architecture
Scrum in the Enterprise
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